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GSPEC is a python based replacement of 
the venerable RMfit  

Being developed by A. Goldstein, D. 
Kocevski, R. Preece, and B. Cleveland 

Fully developed command line API and 
GUI with an interface (and backend) to 
XSPEC 

GSPEC will allow users to fit background 
and make source selections interactively 

Enable efficient and scriptable time-
resolved spectral fitting using GBM data 
with XSPEC 

The release candidate is ready and we 
need LAT beta testers!



Requirements
GSPEC also requires Python3 

https://www.anaconda.com 

GSpec uses XSPEC as its fitting engine 

Need to have XSPEC installed to perform spectral analysis 

XSPEC is distributed as part of HEASoft package 

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/lheasoft/ 

GSPEC as been tested with XSPEC versions > 12.8.x (circa 2012) 

Need version 12.10.x and above to use Band (Epeak) and Comptonized functions 

GSPEC GUI is built on tkinter 

tkinter should be installed with most python distributions 

MacOS, Linux, & Windows versions of python
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> pip uninstall gbm-data-tools

Installation
Download GSPEC: 

Project homepage: https://
fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/
gbm/ 

Make sure this downloads with the 
extension .tar.bz2 

Use of a virtual environment is 
recommended 

Your python executable directory must be in 
your system path to execute gspec this way 

For example: /Users/kocevski/bin/
anaconda/envs/py3k/bin  

Recommended uninstall gbm-data-tools if 
you already have it installed
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> python3 -mvenv venv 
> . venv/bin/activate 
> pip install gspec.tar.bz2 
> gspec

> wget https://
fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/
analysis/gbm/gspec/
gbm_data_tools-0.9.1.tar.gz

> which python3 
> echo $PATH



Download Example Dataset

Download the sample dataset: 

Includes bright GRB 160509374 

Includes several data types 

CTIME (0.256 sec - 8 channels) 

CSPEC (8.192 sec - 128 channels) 

TTE (Event data - 128 channels) 

Also includes rsp files for the CSPEC 
and CTIME data
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> wget https://www.dropbox.com/s/
6xlbkhbdcu7q0bx/Data.tar.gz

 > ls Data 

 glg_cspec_b0_bn160509374_v00.pha 
 glg_cspec_b0_bn160509374_v00.rsp 
 glg_cspec_n0_bn160509374_v00.pha 
 glg_cspec_n0_bn160509374_v00.rsp 
 glg_ctime_b0_bn160509374_v00.rsp 
 glg_ctime_b0_bn160509374_v01.pha 
 glg_ctime_n0_bn160509374_v00.rsp 
 glg_ctime_n0_bn160509374_v01.pha 
 glg_tte_n1_bn170817529_v00.fit 
 glg_tte_n2_bn170817529_v00.fit 
 glg_tte_n5_bn170817529_v00.fit 



Notable Improvements to RMFIT
User selections are saved as “lookup” files. The selections for an entire data set is saved 
in a single lookup file, but single detectors can be loaded from that file.  Lookups are 
also human-readable 

GSpec can read RMfit lookup files and it translates to the GSpec lookup format 

Binning, background fitting, and source selections and push those to the other 
detectors that have been loaded into GSpec 

Binning with TTE data takes full advantage of the event data 

The count spectrum display shows the background fit uncertainty 

GSpec defaults to PG-stat as the fitting statistic 

An export function allows the export of files to XSPEC PHAI and PHAII formats 

No longer need an IDL license



Loading & Displaying Data



Interactive Data Selection (Temporal)



Fitting the Background



Displaying Spectral Information



Interactive Data Selection (Spectral)



GSPEC Spectral Fitting



Displaying Fit Results

Fit Log

Fit Display



Displaying Fit Results


